TransInterQueer e.V. (TrIQ) is a Berlin association of and for transgender, intersex and queer people.

TrIQ is supported by the Berliner Senatsverwaltung für Arbeit, Integration und Frauen (Berlin Senate Department for Work, Integration and Women) and by the DPW.

Donations to TrIQ are tax deductible.
Our projects and what we offer:

**Professional psycho-social** and specialized **counselling** and information, free of charge, also for relatives and associates

**Peer counselling** by trained trans*inter*queer volunteers, by phone, e-mail and in person

**Social counselling**, including the topics of unemployment benefit (Arbeitslosengeld I and II, Sozialgeld) and employment agencies

**Groups**, which meet regularly:
Feministische Trans*Weiblichkeiten (Feminist Trans* Femininities), weder*noch* (neither*nor*), Transmenschen mit Behinderungen (Transpeople with Disabilities), Inter*Treffen (Inter*Meeting), Transmänner&Genderboys (Transmen & Genderboys), sports groups and more

**Training and educational work:**
Lectures, seminars, trainings and greater events such as nationwide Trans*conferences and Inter*conferences.

**Political lobby work**, e.g. on the reform of the Transsexuellengesetz (German law on transsexuals), the revision of the psychiatric guidelines on „disorders of gender identity in children and young people“ and the reform of ICD-10

**International networking** with trans* and inter*projects, e.g. Transgender Network Switzerland, Trans Media Watch, Transgender Equality Network Ireland, Organisation Intersex International (OII); membership in Transgender Europe and ILGA Europe

**Trans*Inter*Archiv**: our growing media library on trans* and inter* subjects, based on the archive of the exhibition project 1-0-1 [one o one] Intersex

**Transgender Radio** produces a monthly radio magazine all around trans*inter*queer topics and is transmitted in several German and Austrian towns

**Leisure time and cultural events** such as TrIQ-film evenings, games evenings, TrIQnicks, Radio-VoKü, exhibitions and more (free entry)

**Open café afternoon** every 2nd, 4th and 5th Wednesday of the month: delicious coffee, tea and home-baked vegan cake – just drop in!

**Our aims:**

- Emancipation, self-determination and equal rights for transgender, intersex and queer people.
- Elimination of discrimination, pathologisation and exoticisation.
- More visibility and acceptance of currently tabooed sexes and sexuality.
- Enrichment of society through a broader spectrum of possible life paths and gender expressions.